
Vacation table decoration
Instructions No. 2273

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 3 Hours

The pretty table decoration will give your home a maritime vacation feeling. The craft project combines the mosaic technique,
candle design and miniature crafts together. Designing and decorating is not difficult and a lot of fun!

Mosaic water optics
Mix some mosaic joint compound with water according to product instructions and stick mosaic tiles on a part of the plate
with this compound. 

The remaining surface of the plate sprinkle with sand - so you have also created a "beach".



Maritime candles
The candles are designed quite quickly and easily. 

Place one candle wick in each tealight jar. Sprinkle blue and white candle sand in layers and glue decorative shells to the jars
- your nautical lights are already designed.

Vacation miniatures
Now enjoy decorating your Sea Vacations bowl with the small holidaymaker figurines, with a summer umbrella and pretty
shells.

You can now arrange the made bowl according to your personal taste with more shells, perhaps with a fishing net ribbon, with
driftwood or other nautical accessories in your home - the decoration is guaranteed to provide some vacation feeling!

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

430883-01 VBS Glass muggle Stones "Colorful", 1 kgØ 1,8 cm 1

465755-01 VBS Mosaic-Joint FillerWhite 1

503730-01 Coloured sandNature 1

766418 VBS Tea light glasses "Cube", 12 pieces 1

500425-23 Candle sand, 175 g8 wicks, Pastel Blue 1

500425-27 Candle sand, 175 g8 wicks, Pastel White 1

619318 Shells nature 1

661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1

51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1

VBS Glass muggle Stones "Colorful", 1 kg, Ø 1,8 cm

10,85 CHF
(1 kg = 10,85 CHF)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-glass-muggle-stones-colorful-1-kg-a200590/
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